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In the photo above the famed Foster Mountain “See-No-Further” apple is seen here growing on a branch grafted by the late Elvin Houx on 
one of Helen Smith’s apple tree. The graft came from the original Foster Mountain orchard.
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This old map of Foster Mountain and the surrounding area shows the location of many of the places referred to in the 
story of the area. The original Scott homestead with the apple orchards is shown by an X, marked just above the Baker 
Springs Ranch.
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Chapter 1 - Seek-No-Further

“The finest eating apple ever grown.”

That is the unanimous opinion of all those still alive who ever had occasion to enjoy, or who now own a precious 
descendant of the original trees which bore the fabulous apple known either as the Foster Mountain apple or the Seek-
No-Further apple.

By whatever name, the fabled fruit has a long and interesting history even before it was first introduced to California by 
one of the early families to settle in Mendocino County, the Robert Scotts.

According to at least two reference books, the original name of the fruit was “Westfield”, named after a town in 
Massachusetts where the first tree was planted in the early 1700s after being brought over as a seedling from England in 
a ship named “Seek-No-Further”.

The fruit quickly won favor among the Colonial farmers, many of whom had been familiar with it during their English 
boyhoods, and eventually it was found in most of the orchards of the great Connecticut Valley.

It is reported that the apple was enjoyed at the presidential tables of Adams and Jefferson.

Descendants of the early families on Foster Mountain, where remnants of the old orchards are still growing, and bearing 
fruit, have a different version of how the apples came to be known as “Seek-No-Furthers”.

They say the original trees were of a different variety, brought west with the Scott family from their mid-west farm 
homes.

It was not until around the turn of the century that a new settler on the mountain, a man named Anson Waldo, sent 
back East for either seeds or slips of the apple he had eaten as a boy on his father’s farm.

Waldo then introduced the Westfields by means of cleft-grafts on the Scott orchard trees and the result was an 
astonishing crop of red-dappled green apples so large that a slice covered a saucer.

And they had a particularly clean, crisp texture and flavor sharpness that made them not only a delicious eating apple, 
but also a superior one for pies and applesauce.

The story told by members of Foster Mountain families is that Waldo sent samples of his fine apples back east to some 
agricultural society, asking for their suggestion as to a name for what he considered a new species, and the answer came 
back,

“This apple is so superior that that you should seek no further for anything to top it.”

And the name stuck, the old-timers claim.

However, in an interesting book called “A Reverence for Wood,” written by Eric Sloan, the name is credited to the man 
who brought the first seedlings to the New World from England on a ship named “Seek-No-Further.”

The man’s name was Robert Carter and he had a farm near Dudleytown Mountain in Massachusetts, a farm called 
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Westfield where a town of that name eventually grew up on the site.

So during the first years of the fruit’s development in this country, it was called both West field and Seek-No-Further.

It well may be that the agricultural society which answered Waldo’s letter told him the fruit he had developed resembled 
the already established Seek-No-Further back east, and in the retelling of the story the facts became slightly twisted as 
facts are prone to do in the development of a legend.

Another interesting possibility is that the original trees planted by the Scotts were actually a strain of the eastern 
Westfield, because two of the Scotts had married members of a family named Carter who were from Virginia.

It is certainly possible that those Carters were descendants of Robert Carter, the Westfield farmer who brought the apple 
seedlings to America.

At any rate , the original orchard planted on Foster Mountain nearly 100 years ago was expanded through the years as 
new families moved to the mountain and established homesteads.

Today there are a half dozen different orchards scattered over the 
mountain, orchards which were once all owned by members of the 
Scott family, but which have now been bought by others as the 
property was divided and sold off.

No one knows for sure how many grafts have been secured from 
the gnarled old trees and reborn on already planted trees in other 
orchards throughout the County.

Here in Willits, Fannie Houx has several trees bearing Seek-No-
Furthers, the result of grafts made by her late husband Elvin Houx 
years ago.

The Houx family lived in the Hearst area during the early years 
when families of Foster Mountain, Hearst and Scott’s Valley were 
friends and neighbors and Foster Mountain apples were peddled to 
them first by old man Scott, and later by Waldo from a small horse 
drawn cart.

Dr. Bob Smalley has a tree bearing the famous fruit, also the result 
of grafting, as does Helen Smith in her orchard on Sherwood 
Road.

Bob Smalley remembers when the apples were sold in the Keller, 
Ritschel and Johnson grocery store in the old Commercial Building 
which once stood on the comer of Main and Commercial Streets.

According to Dr. Bob, one had to be on a waiting list or be a preferred customer in order to receive any of the fruit 
because it was in such demand.

Tolly Hinton of Leggett not only has several of the grafted trees, he was personally involved in the development of the 
early orchards on Foster Mountain, where he lived as a boy.

This is the original Foster Mountain apple grove, 
planted nearly 100 years ago by the Scott family in an 
open sunny meadow near the top of the mountain. 
The trees are still heavy with fruit each year.
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This enormous fig tree, still bearing fruit, has continued to survive and increase in size since it was planted on 
Foster Mountain before the turn of the century.
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Chapter 2 - The Settling of Foster Mountain

Robert Scott and his wife Eliza Jane were 44 and 42 years old when they left the security of their Kansas farm and 
headed West.

Ever since the gold rush of 1849 when Robert was 12 years old, he had dreamed of California and of the shining wealth 
waiting to be tapped in the veins of the still untamed land.

But it was not until 1881, after he had married and raised three sons and a daughter, that the move was finally made.

Making the trip with Robert and Eliza were their youngest son John and their eldest son James and his wife Margaret 
Jane.

The group traveled to Denver and then down to New Mexico and west to California.

In New Mexico, Margaret Jane lost the baby she was expecting and she and James were forced to turn back.

It would be another two years before they were able to make the trip a second time and join the elder Scotts and by that 
time their first son George had been born and traveled with them.

For some reason that no one now knows, the elder Scotts had ended up on Foster Mountain in Mendocino County, 
having traveled by train to Cloverdale and then by horse and wagon to Ukiah, where they stayed while Robert looked 
for property.

He was positive there was gold in the area, and made several forays on horseback into the still uninhabited areas of the 
County hunting for signs of the precious metal.

At last he found what he was seeking, in a steep rocky canyon somewhere in the vicinity of Foster Mountain.

Excitedly, he named the place Gold Gulch, drew a rough map of its location and headed back to town to file a 
homestead claim on the 160 acres he believed included the gold ore.

Unfortunately, Robert fell ill at about that same time and it was months before he was able to get back on horseback and 
attempt to find Gold Gulch.

He never did, not then nor in any of the years to follow when he periodically left his mountain farm and orchard to 
search through the rough surrounding country.

During the first winter the Scotts were on the mountain, Robert built a one room log cabin near the Eel River which cut 
through a corner of the property.

Later, when they were joined by their son James, his wife and their little son, the Scotts built the house that would be 
their home for the rest of their lives.

The house was built near the crest of a small rise in an open meadow backed by a timbered ridge with a spring running 
freely down a rocky, fern filled water course.
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The house consisted of two sections connected by a breezeway. One section held the kitchen and a bedroom, the other 
section included two bedrooms and a parlor.

A wide veranda ran around two sides of the main section.

On a flat area just above the house, an area easily fed by the running spring, Robert Scott planted the initial orchard of 
apple trees from seeds he had carried west with him.

He also planted walnut trees and fig trees and near the front 
door of the house a weeping willow.

Today a stump of the willow is still alive sending forth fresh 
shoots each spring.

Several walnut trees surround the rubble of stone and charred 
timbers which are all that remain of the house, and nearby 
is the one remaining fig tree, a huge umbrella of green that 
covers some 50 square feet.

More importantly, the orchard of apple trees still stands just 
beneath the brow of the hill, bearing its apparently never 
ending harvest of pale green, russet streaked fruit.

That first orchard was in turn followed by others, planted near 
the homes of the Scott children who followed their parents to 
this wild and beautiful mountain so far from home.

Jim and Margaret, with two year old George, made the move 
to join Jim’s parents in 1883.

By the time they reached Ukiah, the family was down to their 
last 50 cents, which was spent on medicine for the baby who 
had taken ill on the trip.

With all their money gone, Jim went into a bank to ask for 
directions for getting out to Foster Mountain.

When the banker learned this was Robert Scott’s son, and that the family had no money, he gave the young couple a $20 
gold piece and said that the family name was all the security he needed.

With the unexpected financial assistance, Jim was able to hire a wagon to take them up to his parents’ remote home. 
Within weeks, he had set about filing a homestead claim of his own for the 160 acres adjoining his father’s and before 
winter came had completed a one room cabin for his family.

Jim would built two more houses on the mountain increasing in size to accommodate his growing family and he and 
Margaret would have seven more children, all born on Foster Mountain.

In the meantime back home, younger brother Thomas had married Margaret’s young sister, Mary Alice Carter, but the 
marriage ended in divorce shortly after their little girl Lillian was born in 1885.

All that remains of the last home Robert Scott built for his 
family are a few charred timbers, this old Iron stove rotting in 
the grass, and the still living stump of a willow tree which once 
grew at the back door.
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Mary Alice, and her daughter then joined her own family, the Carters, as they, too, moved west and eventually landed on 
Foster Mountain.

The mother and the grandfather of the family both died along the way, but the father and a half dozen young children 
completed the journey along with Mary and her daughter.

Jim Scott built still another house on 
his property for his in-laws, and Eliza 
and Mary shared in the raising of the 
younger children.

Mary eventually married a school 
teacher named James Hunter and had 
two sons by him before she married 
John Keenan in 1907 and had a 
fourth child, Elmer Keenan who has 
lived in Willits for many years.

Barely visible beneath the clump of oak trees in the background is a cabin which was 
once the home of Robert Scott’s son, Jim Scott, and his family. The Jim Scotts built three 
different houses during their years on Foster Mountain.

The graves of Eliza and Robert Scott are located near the apple orchard they planted on 
their Foster Mountain homestead nearly 100 years ago.
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Chapter 3 - A Growing Population and a Murder!

In 1886, the last member of the Robert and Eliza Scott family joined her parents on Foster Mountain.

Luzernia, the Scott’s only daughter, left the husband she had married four years before and traveled west to Mendocino 
County with her two year old son.

The following year, Zernie married Franklin Pierce Lownes who had a small parcel of only a few acres on Foster 
Mountain, adjoining the Scott property.

They had a baby daughter named Emma, and they also took in one of the Carter children who were parceled out among 
the Scott family.

That led to one of the more interesting chapters in the Scott family history.

Old man Carter, father of the clan, tried to retain control 
over his younger children being cared for by the Scott 
women and had some specific rules of conduct he expected 
to be enforced.

On Christmas night, 1899, a big masquerade ball was held 
in Centerville, the small community located in Potter Valley 
where the Foster Mountain families traded and socialized.

Everyone planned to attend the party, but James Carter said 
he did not want any of his younger children to attend.

This included the 16 year old girl living with Zernie and her 
husband Frank Lownes.

The Lownes, however, ignored the father’s orders and took 
the young girl with them.

The next day, there was angry confrontation between Carter 
and Zernie on the streets of Centerville, in front of the 
grocery store owned by T.J. “Jeff ” Compton.

Harsh words passed, and there was some reported pushing 
and shoving. Carter went into the store and Zernie went 
in search of her husband to tell him she had been struck by 
Carter.

Frank Lownes then followed Carter to Thompson’s store 
and shot the old man, who died within 20 minutes.

There was a sensational trial during which Zernie herself was accused of having triggered the incident, but charges 
against her were dropped and Frank Lownes was sent to prison for 20 years.

Caption 1 - Jim and Margaret Scott are shown here with their first 
born son, George. This picture was taken just before they left to 
join Jim’s parents on Foster Mountain in 1884.
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Zernie later married Edwin Moore and moved to Hopland, where they operated a small store for many years.

All the Carter children grew to adulthood on Foster Mountain and married into Mendocino County families.

Vinnie Carter married John Hardwick and Wardie Carter married Dan Groscup and later, John Woodhead of the 
Cahto Indian tribe.

In the meantime, Robert and Eliza Scott had made an agricultural showplace of their homestead near the top of Foster 
Mountain, constantly enlarging the apple orchard and experimenting with new plantings.

It finally became necessary to take on a full time hired hand and somewhere around 1888, a newcomer to the area by the 
name of Anson Waldo, who was an horticultural genius, joined the family.

Waldo not only brought an amazing knowledge of how to prune and cross pollinate the apple trees to produce 
maximum harvests of giant sized apples, he also brought with him an organ, a violin, a guitar and a great love of music 
which he shared over the next several years with all the Foster Mountain families.

Nearly every child on the mountain was taught to play a musical instrument by Waldo who was himself proficient on 
them all and who had a fine deep singing voice. He was a popular man, loved by all.

In 1892 Robert Scott died, at the early age of 55, and he was buried in a small plot of ground on a slight rise overlooking 
the valley below Foster Mountain, with the grave facing the orchard of apple trees he had planted, an orchard which 
would become a living memorial to the man.

Two years later Eliza and Waldo were married and continued 
the work of caring for the apple trees and the other fruit and 
nut trees which by now were thriving all over the mountain.

Each harvest, all the children would be called upon to help 
in the picking of the apples and packing them in boxes which 
in turn were packed on wooden sleds pulled by a horse and 
transported to the houses.

Other boxes were packed on a horse drawn wagon which 
Waldo would then drive into town, sometimes to Willits, other 
times to Potter Valley or as far as Ukiah, peddling the apples to 
families along the way.

Sometimes the wagon also carried fresh ears of corn, big golden-
kernel beauties that were as famous as the Foster Mountain 
apples, frequently referred to as “Foster Mountain 20 ounce 
pippins.”

The old man would sing at the lop of his lungs as he drove his 
wagon over the rough country roads, and sometimes he would 
call out a sing-song jingle extolling the virtues of the produce he 
peddled.

If any apples were left by the time he reached town, he would 

Eliza Scott and Anson Waldo are pictured on their wedding 
day In 1894. She was 55 and he was ten years older.
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pull the wagon over to the curb on Main Street and hawk his wares at a penny a piece, ten cents a dozen.

A few years after Eliza and Waldo married, her second eldest son Thomas came to Foster Mountain, completing the 
family circle.

Thomas was able to secure a patent to another 120 acres on the mountain when a sale of public lands was held shortly 
after his arrival.

A single man at the time he came, in 1905 the 42 year old Thomas married 17 year old Clara Agnes Neighbor of Hearst 
who would hear him three children, two born on Foster Mountain and the youngest in Oregon where they moved in 
1912.

This hand hewn log cabin was built by Jim Scott for his family near the Eel River at the bottom of Foster 
Mountain. Three of the Scott children were born here before Jim built a larger house half way up the mountain 
where the rest of their eight children were born.
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Chapter 4 - Jennie Scott

Jennie Roberts of Ukiah was born Jennie Scott in 1894 in a cabin built by her father near the banks of the Eel River at 
the base of Foster Mountain.

She was the youngest daughter of Jim and Margaret Scott, the sixth child in a family of eight.

Jennie tells of the day she was born:

“My father was working for Jim Eddie (grandfather of today’s Supervisor Jim Eddie) who had a spread across the river 
from us. His wife Minnie was supposed to come help my mother when her time came, and the signal was to be a rifle 
shot.

“However, my mother was busy canning strawberries and her time came upon her so fast she dido ‘t have time to do 
anything but pull a quilt off the homemade bed which my father had made and nailed to the wall, but which was too 
high for my mother to get into in her condition.

“So she just laid the quilt on the 
floor and called for my eldest 
brother George, who was about 11 
years old, and he did whatever my 
mother told him and helped deliver 
me.

“Then after I was born, George went 
out and shot the rifle and pretty 
soon here came my Dad and Mrs. 
Eddie, but by that time everything 
had been taken care of and all they 
had to do was help lift my mother 
into bed.”

Jennie says there was always a 
special relationship between her 
and her handsome father, whom she 
remembers as a gentle, soft spoken 
man who never raised a hand in 
anger against any of his children.

“My mother was the one who 
punished us, and she was not very affectionate. Of course, with eight children and all the work she had, there was not 
much time for play and life was very serious for all women in those days.

“There were two more babies born after me, both boys.

“My older sisters were never very close to me, were always sort of picking on me, so I led a kind of lonely life, even with 
all those brothers and sisters.

This picture of the Jim Scott family was taken in front of the cabin near the Eel River where 
their youngest daughter Jennie was born in 1894. Left to right in the back row are Cora 
Belle, father Jim, George and mother Margaret. The small children in front are Minnie, 
Thomas and Gertie May, Margaret Scott was pregnant with Jennie at the time this picture 
was taken.
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“But my father seemed to understand and he gave special attention to me and used to take me with him, as soon as I 
could walk, wherever he went.

“He was musical, could play the violin and had a beautiful singing voice and he used to make up funny little songs to 
sing to me.

“At Christmastime, all the toys we got were made by my father. He used to work on them late at night, sitting in front of 
the fire, after all the children were asleep.

“Once he made me a kind of pop-stick out of a willow stick with a hole in the middle and a com cob cork that could be 
pulled in and out.

“Another time, he made a little figure of a man out of old leather shoe tops, with floppy arms and legs, and the little man 
ran up and down a string when it was pulled. That was one of my favorite toys.”

Jennie recalls that all the children helped with the harvesting of not only the famous family apples, but all the other 
produce which was grown in such prodigious quantities on the mountain.

“At strawberry picking time, we were each given a basket and a row to follow. I would get upset because the older 
children were filling their baskets faster than I could, so sometimes my brother Tom used to slip a few berries into my 
basket to help me.”

In the fall, it took every member of the family to keep up with the picking of the big beautiful apples in the several 
family orchards.

Most of the fruit was packed into wooden boxes and then taken by wagon into town to sell, but a lot of the fruit was also 
carried to the homes of the different family members for processing into applesauce, apple butter and pies.

“I remember standing on a box at a big long table in the kitchen” Jennie says, “with all my brothers and sisters. Each one 
of us had a special job to do -- peeling or slicing or cutting out the cores.

“My special job was to gather up the peelings from time to time and take them out to feed to the hogs.

“Another special job of mine was to stand on a chair at the stove and stir the pot of apple butter. It had to be stirred 
constantly, for a long time, so the children took turns standing there and stirring with a long wooden paddle.”

Jennie went to school with the rest of the children in the Scott families and other early families on the mountain at the 
Foster Mountain School which was built by the Scott men on her father’s property.

The school was located on a hill planted in wheat, backed up against a growth of tall trees at the edge of the hill, looking 
out over a valley with the Eel River running through it miles below.

One of Jennie’s schoolmates was Willis “Mike” Compton, who remembers her as a “very pretty girl with long golden 
braids” and she in turn remembers Mike as a “good boy, always courteous and respectful.”

Those long golden braids were one of the particular tribulations of Jennie’s childhood.

Her hair was so thick and long it hung below her waist and had to be brushed, combed and braided every morning 
before she left for school.
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By the time she was eight years old, Jennie Scott was able to do the job by herself.

Jennie says that although those early day families on the mountain would be considered ‘’poor” by today’s standards, 
none of them thought of themselves as poor and in fact most of them led a very good life.

“There was always plenty of food,” Jennie says, “and 
a big variety of it. We raised turkeys and chickens 
and hogs, had our own milk cows, and every family 
had a big garden in addition to the fruit orchards.”

Money was scarce for all families, but the Scotts 
had their famous apples to sell, and other farm 
produce.

In addition, several of the families worked at 
picking hops during the season, an activity 
considered a socializing event as well as an
opportunity to make a few dollars.

Jennie recalls that some of the Carter members of 
her family lived down in Potter Valley, and during 
hop picking time Jenny’s parents
and all the children would camp out on Aunt 
Alice’s property.

It was during one of the annual hop picking times 
that Jennie’s younger brother James Enoch fell ill 
and died shortly after the family returned home. 
He was a lillie under two years of age.

“We never knew for sure what he had, but I believe it would be called meningitis today.

“My folks always felt it was something in the drinking water down there in the valley, which came out of wells, whereas 
our water up at the homeplace was from springs and was always clean and pure.

“That was a very sad time. He was such a sweet little boy and we all loved him. The day of his funeral, I had to help bathe 
him and put his little shroud on.

“I remember my sister Gertie, who was a very good seamstress, was in the bedroom with the old treadle sewing machine 
making the baby’s shroud while a neighbor lady and I bathed him and got him ready.

“I can see that little dress now, all white with a yoke and little tucks and ruffles all around.

“I remember how tiny his hands were, and how I hated having to put those little hands through the sleeves.

“I was only eight years old, but everybody else was busy doing other things, and my mother was unable to do anything, 
she was so overcome with grief.

“My father and one of the uncles made the coffin and my sisters lined it with more of the white cotton material used in 

Margaret Scott and five of her children are shown here at the front door of 
the second house Jim Scott built on Foster Mountain. This one was always 
referred to as the “Cold Spring House” because of the large spring flowing 
out of the ground nearby. Also nearby was the family’s blacksmith shop.
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making the little shroud.

“I don’t remember who the preacher was that came. We didn’t have a regular preacher or a church on the mountain, but 
we used to get together at Grandma’s house on Sundays to read the Bible, and Mr. Waldo would say a prayer and we’d all 
sing.

“But the day of Jimmy’s funeral, I don’t remember who 
came.

“He was buried up there near Grandpa Scott, who had 
died in 1892 a couple of years before I was born. And later, 
of course, when Grandma died she was buried there, too.”

Jennie says there was a lot of music in their lives.

Anson Waldo, who married Grandma Scott after her 
husband’s death, had an organ and taught Jennie’s older 
sisters to play.

“My dad played the fiddle and violin, and my brother 
George played the guitar, and we all loved to sing, so we 
used to have some great times sitting around the fireplace 
on a wintery night.

“After my sisters learned to play the organ, my father sent 
off someplace and ordered one of our own.

“That was a big day in our lives, when the wagon came up 
the long steep road to our place with that great big box tied 
in place with ropes. It took several men most of the day to 
get it unloaded and unpacked and moved into the house.”

The organ had its first real initiation the day Jennie’s older 
sister Cora Belle was married to Bill Gillespie, whose 
family lived Eel across the Eel River.

Jennie recalls that the wedding was in the spring and they used big sprays of apple blossom branches to decorate the 
parlor where the wedding took place.

Cora Belle’s dress, an elaborate creation of white dimity trimmed in lace, was worked on for weeks before the wedding 
by all the Scott women.

“Gertie played the Wedding March on the organ, and my father played his violin and, as part of the service, we all sang.

“That was in the same year little Jimmy died, so I was eight years old and I was a very excited little girl with all the 
preparations and wedding doings.”

Later, Jennie would attend school with Cora Belle’s children as they came along -- Fred and Erma and Clifford.

Bill and Cora Belle Scott Gillespie
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Chapter 5 - Baker Springs Ranch

Jim Scott was such an accomplished musician he was much in demand to play at the many dances which were popular 
social events among all the early Mendocino County families.

And as Jim’s children grew old enough to join him, they formed a family band which traveled around to play at parties in 
homesteader cabins or any of the several resorts which prospered around the turn of the century.

One of these was the place known as Baker Springs Ranch, located at the western base of Foster Mountain near Tomki 
Creek.

This popular resort was built in the 1870s by the original owner of the property, H.W. Baker, who advertised extensively 
in the Bay Area and drew a steady trade of repeat guests to enjoy the two kinds of springs on the property.

The sulphur springs were touted for their 
medicinal value for bathing, and the natural 
soda springs as a tonic to drink.

In 1879 Baker sold out to a Nathaniel 
Compton who had spent 12 years in the 
gold mines before moving to Ukiah in 1865, 
remaining there for four years while he looked 
around for property to buy.

Compton’s first ranch was on Cow Mountain, 
where he settled down with his wife Emma 
and where three sons were born. But in 1879 
the family moved to the beautiful Baker 
Springs Ranch and it was there that their two 
youngest children, Grace and Belle (always 
known as Dolly) were born.

Father Nathaniel’s brother Jeff (T.J. Compton) 
also moved to the area and established the 
store down in Potter Valley where old man 
Carter would be shot several years later.

The two Compton girls would eventually 
live in Willits. Grace first married Johnny 
Shelton, who with George Willits ran the 
famous Willits and Felton saloon located near 
where the Bank of America now stands. After 
Shelton’s death. Grace married Murvyn Sacry 
of the well known Sacry family of Willits.

Dolly married Charlie Ware who worked on the 
railroad as it gradually extended into Northern 
California, and who was killed on one of the first 

This advertisement for the Baker Springs Ranch appeared in a directory 
published in San Francisco in 1874.
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runs of the train between Willits and Eureka. Later, she married a man named Tyler, and today at the age of 96 Dolly 
Tyler lives in Willits at the home of Lolly Moore.

In 1900, the Comptons’ youngest son Willis married Edith Foster from Round Valley. The first year of their marriage 
was spent on the Polk Shelton property in Potter Valley, where Willis did ranch work and where their first son, Lester, 
was born in 1901.

By that time mother Emma Compton had died and old Nathaniel sold out his interest in the Baker Springs Ranch to 
head back to the mining country for one more try at that big strike.

A family by the name of Templeton took over the Baker Springs Ranch and ran it for the next several years.

In the meantime, young Willis and Edith Compton moved around from ranch to ranch, wherever there was work 
available. They lived for awhile on the Jeff Dickens ranch near the Mountain House stagecoach stop on the road which 
ran between Ukiah and Covelo, portions of which remain today as the Tomki Road.

When a second son, Willis, Junior was born, the Comptons were living in a house on Tomki Road located between 
Cave Creek and the old Ted Fulwider place. That baby would eventually be known as “ Mike,” possibly because his father 
was always known as “Paddy.”

In 1909, Paddy Compton acquired the 320 acres which adjoined the upper slopes of Baker Springs Ranch, and there 

he built a sturdy two story log house. Mike Compton and his brother Lester grew up in that house, fishing in the same 
streams their father had before them, and attending the same school with classmates who were the younger brothers and 
sisters of the Scott children who had gone to school with the elder Compton.

Mike recalls that sometimes during the heavy rains of winter it was impossible to attend the school on top of the 
mountain, as several creeks and springs had to be crossed and there were no bridges across any of the roads in those years.

The Willis Compton home, built by “Paddy” Compton in 1910 on land adjacent to the Baker Springs Ranch.
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There were a few hand-made suspension bridges over the larger creeks like Tomki and Long Branch, but even those 
would sometimes wash away during heavy floods.

Mike says that sometimes he and his brother would attend another school which was located on the George Bush 
property overlooking Potter Valley, and during at least one winter be lived with Eliza Scott and Anson Waldo and 
assisted with the chores around the place in return for room and board so he could attend school.

Eventually, the original schoolhouse on the Jim Scott property was moved further down the mountain to make it more 
convenient for the growing number of families along Salmon Creek, Long Branch and Tomki Creeks to keep their 
children in school during the winter months.

The road which ran between the top of Foster Mountain and Potter Valley wound its way down the southwest side of 
the mountain past the Baker Springs Ranch.

Among other things, the popular resort boasted a specially built dance pavilion and it was therefore a favorite gathering 
place. Mike Compton remembers spending the Fourth of July there along with all the other families from the mountain, 
from Potter Valley, and from Hearst and Eden Valley.

One of the swinging foot bridges 
over Tomki Creek, this was the 
“third bridge” up from Baker 
Springs. This picture was taken in 
the 1920s.
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Chapter 6 - Tolly Hinton

Another family, whose history is closely entwined with that of Foster Mountain and the famous apples which grow 
there, is that of Tolly Hinton.

Tolly, who is now 90 years old, was born in Lake County to George and Malonie Hale Hinton but when he was still a 
toddler they moved to Willits.

Father George was a teamster and an expert with oxen, and in fact was the man who trained Bill Lewis in the art of 
handling an oxen team.

When the family moved to Willits, George hauled lumber for the mills springing up in redwoods surrounding Little 
Lake Valley, and wife Malonie cooked for the logging crews.

One day, Malonie met old man Anson Waldo as he came through town peddling Foster Mountain apples from his 
wagon. She bought some of the apples and later made it a point to ride out to the mountain to see for herself the place 
where the apples grew.

The two families became close friends and Malonie made up her mind that she, too, was going to live on Foster 
Mountain. She asked the Waldos to keep an eye out for any land becoming available at a good price.

During the winter of 1907, the Hintons sent their young son Tolly out to the mountain to live with the Waldos who 
were getting old and needed heIp in the endless chores of caring for the large gardens and orchards.

Tolly Hinton takes over the story:

“They were wonderful folks. Mrs. Waldo, she was kind of quiet, didn’t say much, but old man Waldo was a talented, 
outgoing man.

“He was a marvelous musician, played just about every instrument, but his real talent was in working with the soil, 
making things grow.

“His biggest interest in life were those apple trees, planted years before by Robert Scott. Waldo had already improved the 
quality by cross pollinization and he continued to work to make the apples bigger and better by grafting and fertilizing.

“I can see him now, sitting in his favorite rocking chair, one he had made himself out of hazelwood, working with a 
basketful of new apple tree seedlings about as big around as a pencil.

“He’d cut a wedge in the twig and slip another twig in, binding it up with tape and then laying it in a box filled with a 
special mixture of dirt.

Then, when they had taken root, we’d take them outside and plant them in the orchard.”

Two years later, in 1909, the Hintons purchased a 160 acre parcel just south of Baker Springs Ranch for $400 and Tolly 
entered the Foster Mountain School with the Scott, Comptons and Gillespies.

At that time the school was still located at the top of the mountain so Tolly frequently stayed with Elizabeth and Anson 
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Waldo during the winter months so he would be able to get to school.

“That was really a pretty little school house,” Tolly reflects, “sitting up there on top of the mountain, with a great view 
across the Eel River valley.”

One of the prettiest girls in school was little Jennie Scott. Her full name was Jennie Dolores and the boys teasingly called 
her “J.D.”.

The students sat two to a desk, with the teacher’s desk on a small raised platform. In the corner of the room was a wood 
burning stove and along one wall was the blackboard.

Drinking water was from one of the many springs on the Scott property where the school was located, and the boy 
students took turns carrying a bucket of drinking water up to the school.

The Jim Scott family was one of the most popular on 
the mountain.

Not only did they play at most of the dances, they 
had frequent parties and hoedowns in their own 
home, parties that required no invitation but were 
open to all who wanted to come. All that was 
required was for the women in the party to bring 
something in the, way of food to add to the always 
heavily loaded table.

Another popular spot for dances was the old 
Travelers Hotel, which was located near the junction 
of Hearst Road and the road up to Foster Mountain 
on the western side.

Families would travel in wagons, with all the children 
bundled up and ready to go to sleep when they 
reached the destination, of the party.

Paddy Compton, Mike Compton’s father, frequently 
served as caller for the dances and Anson Waldo 
played the fiddle.

Besides the musicians in the Scott family, there were others by the name of Johnny Coble, Gene Shelton and Theo 
Fulwider, according to the memories of Tolly Hinton and Mike Compton.

In the fall of 1912, Mike Compton’s grandfather Nathaniel died. He had suffered a stroke while digging for gold and 
Paddy had gone with a wagon to bring his father home.

Everyone on the mountain came to the funeral, including Elizabeth Scott Waldo, riding on a horse and carrying apple 
pies to contribute to the food which neighbors always provided at funerals.

Two months later, the people of the mountain would gather in sadness again on the occasion of the funeral for Elizabeth 
herself.

The original Foster Mountain School as it looked when It was located on 
the Jim Scott property at the top of the mountain. In order to take this 
picture, the photographer stood in the Scotts’ wheat field.
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Tolly Hinton and Paddy Compton dug the grave on the Scott homestead, next to that in which Robert Scott lay and 
near Elizabeth’s little grandson Jimmy Scott.

The same field as it looks today. All that is left of the old 
school house, which was moved down the mountain sometime 
after 1910, is this small section of the iron door which was 
once part of the school’s woodburning stove.
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Chapter 7 - School and Recreation

Two more Willits residents who spent their childhoods on Foster Mountain are Inez Elliott and Naomi Ford, both 
of whom attended Foster Mountain School after it had been moved to the lower section of the mountain near Long 
Branch and Tomki Creeks.

Inez, whose maiden name was Hale,” is a 
niece to Tolly Hinton and came to live with 
Tolly’s parents on the mountain when she 
was orphaned at six years of age.

The year was 1913, and by that time the 
Hintons’ neighbors, the Templetons, had 
sold Baker Springs Ranch to a family named 
Grandy with two school age children, 
Atheline and A.C.

Naomi was a member of the Able Elliott 
family, consisting of the parents and six 
children, one of whom Inez would marry 
many years later.

Then there was the Ellis family, whose 
children were named Gilbert, Mabel, Billy, 
Cecil and Dorothy. The three youngest were 
schoolmates of Inez and Naomi.

Gilbert Ellis, the oldest child, worked with his father and with Able Elliott and Tolly Hinton in the manganese mine 
which was located on the very top of Foster Mountain and which was active during the teens and later during World 
War II.

Inez Elliott recalls that even though the schoolhouse had been moved to make it more accessible for more children, both 
she and Naomi walked four miles each way to attend the school, rain or shine, sleet or snow.

The children walked along a foot trail, steep and rocky in many places, which was marked by rags tied to trees and bushes 
so even the smaller children would not accidentally get off the trail.

The trail skirted the Baker Springs Ranch, went through the Compton property, dropped downhill to Tomki Creek 
and-eventually crossed the creek by means of one of the swinging foot bridges and then traveled a short distance back 
uphill to the school.

The children all carried lunches in pails or buckets. Inez recalls that her bucket had originally held George Washington 
brand tobacco, and was a pretty striped pattern with handles.

Most of the children’s luncheons consisted of cold biscuits from breakfast, either plain or with peanut butter, cold 
scrambled eggs, or a bit of bacon.

Jelly was not used because it would be sure to draw ants at school and it was a terrible thing for a child to open his lunch 

The Elliot family of Foster Mountain. Seated in front are Naomi, father Able and 
Bill. In the row behind them are mother Mae holding baby Ruth, Guy and Viola. 
Seated on the step is Ben.
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bucket and find it crawling with ants.

Milk was brought to school in glass jars which were then placed in the creek to keep cold.

Naomi remembers once her brother Guy accidentally grabbed a pail of peanut butter at home instead of his lunch pail 
and did not discover the mistake until he opened his pail at lunch time.

Sweets were a special treat that were included only on special occasions. Mrs. Grandy was considered by all the children 
to be the best cookie maker, specializing in hand-sized sugar cookies that set everyone’s mouth to watering whenever 
they were included in the Grandy children’s lunches and there was much dickering for ‘’trades’’ with the Grandys.

“The Grandys were living at Baker Springs, and that was a favorite place for all of us children to go play because 
sometimes Mrs. Grandy would hand out those great cookies,’’ Naomi says.

Inez remembers that a wild bush grew on the mountain which had small prickly berries, rather sour tasting, which the 
children called “lemonade berries” because they would gather and crush them in a pitcher of water from the Baker soda 
springs for a drink they all relished.

Two teachers taught during the years 
Inez and Naomi attended school.

First, there was a woman everyone 
called “Cee-Dee” Weeks, and she 
was followed by Anges Haun who 
boarded with the O’Kelly family 
on the mountain (more about 
the O’Kellys later), and who rode 
horseback to school every day.

School was a serious business, with 
no frivolity either in class material or 
conduct.

The children studied the three Rs, 
plus history and geography, and no 
one spoke unless called upon by the 
teacher.

Naomi remembers that once she was caught passing a note from one girl to another and was called in front of the class 
for a lecture by the teacher and then forced to stay inside the school room during recess and lunch for a whole week.

Boys were inclined to tease the girls, as boys have always done, but most of this innocent activity was restricted to 
outside the classroom.

There were two outdoor privies, one for the boys and one for the girls, and one of the favorite activities of both camps 
was to attack these citadels of privacy while occupied -- throwing rocks during the summer months and snowballs during 
the winter.

The children took turns at the important job of class custodian, a job that paid $2 for the month each child held it, and 

The old Foster Mountain schoolhouse after it had been moved halfway down the mountain. 
This picture, taken in 1919, shows left to right Inez Hale, Dorothy Ellis, Atheline Grandy, 
teacher Cee-Dee Weeks, Naomi Elliot, Bill and Cecil Ellis and Guy Elliot.
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which required getting to school an hour ahead of time to bring in firewood and water, wash the blackboards and pound 
the chalk dust out of the erasers.

During the fall days when the Foster Mountain apples were at their peak of perfection, all the children were permitted 
by the Scott families to come through their several orchards on the way home from school and gather the windfall of 
apples on the ground.

The boys would stuff their pockets full as well as their empty lunch pails, and the girls would gather them up in their 
loose fitting dresses.

Continuing their memories of Foster Mountain school days, Inez Hale Elliott and Naomi Elliot Ford recall that 
although the families living on the mountain were very close and the children full of light hearted fun in their play, they 
were all rather shy with any outsiders.

Once County Superintendent of Schools Roy Good came to visit the school and the teacher insisted that all the 
students, stand up and sing a song of welcome, “Good morning to you.”

“We were all so scared that about half of us couldn’t make a sound and the rest sang in such squeaky little voices, I don’t 
know what Mr. Good thought,” Naomi says. “I remember my legs were shaking so bad I could hardly stand.’’

Among themselves, however, the youngsters were a lively bunch and singing at the tops of their voices was an important 
function at any family gathering.

Sometimes parties were held at the school house and parents were invited to come hear the children perform, singing or 
reciting poetry.

And sometimes, they had parties simply for the fun of it.

A favorite kind of party was a taffy pull and both Inez and Naomi laugh about it now, looking back at the earnest 
endeavor put into the process of ” pulling the shining, sticky ropes of candy which gradually changed from a clean and 
golden color to something resembling a grey clay due to the many pairs of dirty little hands doing the pulling.

‘’No one ever thought about washing hands in those days,” the ladies explain. “In fact, we didn’t know too much about 
any kind of sanitation. There was one drinking cup for the class and we all drank out of it in spite of the fact that there 
were always at least a couple of kids with terrible colds.”

Another favorite pastime of both children and adults was fishing, especially in the fall of the year when the salmon were 
running and when the many creeks crossing the area were full of giant beauties up to 50 pounds and more in weight.

“Both hunting and fishing in those days were matters of survival, not sport like it is today,’’ Inez Elliott comments.

“But still we enjoyed the times several families would get together to go down to Tomki or the Eel to fish.

“We’d build a big bonfire, and the men would string chicken wire across the creek to catch the fish. This would be at 
night, and they used oil lanterns to light up the creek. 

“When there were plenty of fish piled up against the wire fence, the men would wade out and use a gig to catch the fish 
and pull them to shore.
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“The women would help clean them and pack them in salt to carry home.

“Some of the fish, of course, would be eaten right away, cooked on spits over the fire there on the beach, but most of it 
was taken home to salt down in crock jars, or to hang up in the smoke house.’’

Although there were game wardens, and there were rules even then against gigging or using nets across the creeks, the 
game wardens seldom bothered any of the families, especially if they were indian families.

“We always liked to go along with the Indians and fish when they did, because the game wardens wouldn’t take any 
action if there were Indians in the group,” Inez confides.
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Chapter 8 - The O’Kellys

One of the families who moved to the mountain in later years but played an important role in the history of the Foster 
Mountain apple orchards was the O’Kelly family, B.A. and Anna O’Kelly and their children Ruth and Les.

The O’Kellys bought the original Scott ranch in 1917 after it had been vacant and falling into disrepair following 
the death of Eliza Scott Waldo in 1912, an event that led to the general breakup of the Scott family holdings on the 
mountain.

Jim and Margaret Scott had already left the mountain, moving to Kern County in 1910, and John, the youngest son of 
Eliza, bad moved to San Francisco prior to that.

After Eliza’s death, her eldest son Thomas and his family moved to Oregon.

The three brothers deeded over their interests in the original Scott homestead, which included the family orchards and 
cemetery, to their sister Luzernia.

Zernie herself would later move to Healdsburg, and so none of the original family group were left on the mountain 
although several of the second and third generation were still in the area.

The O’Kelly family was from Long Beach, where Mr. O’Kelly had a successful insurance business, but the parents often 
talked about someday finding a place in the country in which-to raise their children.

When Anna came into a small inheritance they used part of the money to begin a search of Northern California looking 
for property to buy.

In the course of that search, they were led to the Scott-
Waldo ranch on Foster Mountain.

Despite the rundown condition of the place, which 
had been uncared for since Eliza’s death, it was love 
at first sight and arrangements were quickly made to 
purchase the 160 acre property.

At that time the Foster Mountain school was still 
within walking distance of the place, a primary 
consideration of the O’Kellys in their decision to buy.

However, by the time they had returned home, closed 
out their house there and made the long move to 
Mendocino County, the school house had been moved 
down to the bottom of the mountain and the O’Kellys 
felt it was too long a walk for their children.

So it was decided to move into Willits and rent a house 
so the children could attend school while their father 
worked oh getting the Foster Mountain place liveable.

Bartley Allen O’Kelly, known to all as B.A., is shown here with a 40 
pound black salmon caught in Tomki Creek at the base of Foster 
Mountain.
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The O’Kellys of Foster Mountain continue with the apple harvests

It was a great disappointment to the entire O’Kelly family not to be able to move up to Foster Mountain right away, but 
due to the school situation they all agreed to make the best of the situation for the time being by staying in Willits.

The children, Ruth and Les, were enrolled in the Daughtery School at the corner of Central and Alameda Streets and 
their parents. B.A. and Anna, joined the Methodist Church.

Anna O’Kelly was an educated, well-read woman who had many interests, and during the years she lived in this area she 
became active in the formation of the group which would eventually evolve as the Redwood Empire Association.

Once she drove up the Redwood Highway, still under construction, to visit some of the groves of virgin redwoods 
growing in Humboldt County and brought back with her several redwood seedlings which she passed out to neighbors 
along both Oak and Alameda Streets. Those seedlings now stand as mammoth full grown trees.

The family continued to 
spend as much time as they 
could on their property on 
Foster Mountain. First order 
of business was to get the 
old Waldo place livable. B.A. 
built a new barn and then he 
tackled the long neglected 
apple orchard.

By the second year, he had 
pruned and sprayed the 
trees back to full health and 
harvests of giant fruit.

“Dad used to get as many as 40 
boxes of apples from one tree,” 
recalls Les O’Kelly who now 
lives in Sacramento.

Les says he remembers his father pointing out a couple of particularly old gnarled trees which he explained were “mother 
trees” and which continued to bear fruit of the same magical quality and quantity as the younger trees which had been 
produced through the years by old man Waldo.

O’Kelly had a 1909 Ford touring car in which he could pack 20 boxes of fruit, which he would then take in to town to 
sell to the grocery stores.

Sometimes he would vary the routine by driving down to Ukiah instead, and peddling the fruit on a street corner at 
$1.50 for a 40 pound box.

In the winter of 1918-1919, the flu epidemic hit Mendocino County and all the schools were closed.

The O’Kelly family was one of the lucky ones who managed to escape the dread illness, and as the children were unable 
to attend school it was decided the family might as well move up to the Foster Mountain place and let mother Anna take 

Anna O’Kelly is above here with a display set up just outside their home (the original Robert Scott 
homestead). Everything on the table was raised by the O’Kellys. Note the apples on the table.
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over the education of the children.

For the next two years, Anna O’Kelly taught her children at home, giving them not only the required fundamentals 
from mail order text books, but also teaching them much about the earth and the things that grow thereon.

‘’Mother was ahead of her time as a naturalist and an environmentalist,” says her daughter Ruth, who now lives in Santa 
Rosa.

“She had a true green thumb and could make anything 
grow. My father worked wonders with the apples, 
but it was my mother who ruled over the garden and 
tremendous amounts of produce.”

The children helped in both the garden and the orchards.

Les says he remembers going along with his father to do 
the regular spraying of the trees, made necessary due to 
the several pests that were always waiting to move in -- San 
Jose scale, for one, and some kind of big worm that would 
infest the branches in clusters if the spraying was not kept 
on schedule.

Asked what his father used, Les says he used different 
kinds of chemicals - a lime sulphur for scale and a mixture 
of arsenic and lead for worms.

“He mixed up the stuff himself in 50 gallon drums loaded 
on a big wooden sled pulled by a horse, and used a hand 
pump to actually spray the trees.

“I suppose today’s environmentalists would have a fit over 
his methods, but I don’t recall his ever being ill and he 
lived to be 94 years old, “ Les reflects.

“Interesting thing is, he had tuberculosis when he was just a young man, but my mother had nursed him back to health 
after they were married.”

The family also had an experimental garden where they tried out new seeds and grew unusual plants from year to year.

“Every bit of food raised on the place was used in one way or another,” Les says. “What my father did not take to town to 
sell, my mother put up or stored in the root cellar.”

There are people still living in Willits today who remember when B.A. O’Kelly used to bring his produce and the 
fabulous Seek-No-Further apples of Foster Mountain into town to sell.

There were never enough apples to meet the demand, and so the town grocers had “preferred customer” lists and doled 
them out so many to a customer.

Anna O’Kelly continued to teach her children at home for two years, but it was then decided it would be best for them 

Ruth and Les O’Kelly perch on the back of the wooden sled used 
for gathering apples in the orchard and hauling them to the house. 
Standing is their mother Anna and grandfather O’Kelly who was 
visiting at the time.
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to go to school with their neighbors on the mountain, riding horseback to cover the long distance to the Long Branch 
school.

Ruth was graduated from Long Branch in the eighth grade, and then arrangements were made for her to live in Willits 
with the Asbury Frost family in Little Lake Valley and attend high school here with Russell and Beulah Frost, while the 
rest of the O’Kellys remained on the mountain.

Les O’Kelly shows off a small rabbit he killed in the family’s experimental garden where the bunny was 
found sampling the goods.
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Chapter 9 - Memories from Ruth O’Kelly

Ruth O’Kelly, now Ruth Clary of Petaluma, has wonderfully clear and happy memories of the years her family lived on 
Foster Mountain and shared in the lives of the other early families there.

She has gathered those memories together in a manuscript for her children and grandchildren, and in those pages she 
tells of the day the O’Kellys moved from Willits up to their property on Foster Mountain.

“My brother Les and I rode out with Dad, driving the team and the big wagon, and mother and grandpa went in a team 
and buggy.

“In those days there was a fairly good road that went from Willits, up through what we called Cold Creek Canyon to 
Preacher Hill, where the Windsors and Williams had a place.

“They were preachers, hence the name, and Isabelle Haskett who had been our neighbor back in Willits was the 
daughter of the Windsors.

“The road went on near the Fulwider property, through a big flat that held some old deserted buildings, a former dance 
hall and big barn, then along through a narrow winding road with ups and downs to Tomki and the Carmon place.

“About there the road left Tomki and went along Long Branch Creek, crossing the stream many times.

“That road joined one which went to Potter Valley and it was at this intersection that the old Foster Mountain school 
had been relocated.

“There we turned left and went along another little canyon, passed the Hinton place, wound up a hill behind the 
Hintons and went through a gap that was especially beautiful with tall trees and shade.

“Down the hill we came to Baker Springs where the old resort and dance hall had been and a little further there was a 
clearing where the Grandy family lived.

“Following along another little creek, we passed more mineral springs and finally came to Tomki Creek again.

“The wagons had to ford in three places, first at The Big Hole where the river turned, then at Salmon Creek, and the last 
one just north of the suspension bridge.

“We were then at the foot of the mountain. There was quite a steep part before we entered the Charles Sagehorn 
property and then we began to climb in easy stages until we came to the ‘Big Steep Place where the horses really had to 
dig in to get the wagon up.

“At last we were on our property the old original Scott homestead, but we still had to climb more steep places before 
reaching the barn, in a flat area surrounded by oak trees, and at last up another grade to the house.

“Part of the road through the property was red, a bright orangy red from minerals in the soil, which was terrible to get 
out of our clothes later on.

“The house itself sat in a clearing, a low grey shake building. Two rooms, a kitchen and bedroom, were on the left, then a 
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breezeway with a dirt floor. The rest of the house was a living room with fireplace and two bedrooms.

“A porch went across the front of the second part, and there was a big rose arbor on the right. Some plum trees were 
scattered about the yard.

“About 100 yards from the house was a spring house over a spring of very good water and beyond that were a couple of 
cabins we used as smoke houses. There was a vineyard across the road.

“There was also a chicken house, the outdoor privy, and some sheds we always called the Apple House because the apples 
were stored there.’’

According to Ruth’s memories, old man Waldo had planted some varieties of apples other than the ones for which the 
mountain was famous, but the Seek-No-Furthers were the main ones.

“They grew to a great size and were very good flavored, making delicious baked apples and applesauce. The Seek-No-
Further looked something like a big Gravenstein, green with red markings.

“In the spring, there was no more beautiful sight in the world than the big orchard in bloom, with faintly pink blossoms 
In such numbers it looked like big pink clouds.”

The day the family arrived at their 
new home, they were all so excited 
that even the terrible condition of 
the house did not dampen their 
spirits.

“It was a real mess,” Ruth recalls.” 
Pack rats had brought in stuff and 
the back bedroom was full.

“There was no electricity, of course. 
We used oil lamps and all water for 
cleaning had to be carried in pails 
from the spring.

“There was a sink in the kitchen 
that had a pipe to carry the refuse 
water outside.

“A cupboard filled the comer by the sink and there was a table for the water buckets, a kind of closet with shelves. On the 
same wall in the other corner was a cupboard for dishes. There was also a dining table and chairs.

“The floors were rough boards with big cracks in between which made It very convenient for sweeping.

“Papa told us we were now all pioneers and we all felt that way and happily went to work. Mother especially was happy. 
She loved the mountain and all the wild life and quickly learned the names of everything -- flowers and birds and 
animals -- which she taught to us.

“All that she taught us during those years has enriched my life ever since.”

This is the former Scott and Waldo home, purchased by the B.A. O’Kelly family in 1917 and 
home for several years to the O’Kellys. Ruth and Les O’Kelly are standing in front of the 
house, with the rose arbor plainly visible in the picture above.
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Ruth O’Kelly Clary recalls that snow covered the mountain during every winter of her childhood there.

“I remember our first Christmas on Foster Mountain. The entire family went for a walk to hunt for a Christmas tree, and 
it was a cool day with clouds heavy with snow that finally began to fall in big feathery flakes, frosting all the branches in 
the silent woods.

“We found a pitch pine tree, and Dad made a little bonfire and we all stood around it, holding hands and feeling very 
close and special as a family.

“Later, we found a lovely little tree, cut it down and took it home where mother unpacked all her lovely old ornaments, 
and we strung popcorn streamers.

“Our enterainments were 
simple -- playing in the woods 
and fishing in the creeks.

“Of course, my brother and 
I had school classes with 
mother every morning. I don’t 
remember too much about 
those classes, except that 
mother demanded we do our 
best.

“At the end of the spring 
term we had to take some 
examinations down in Willits 
to prove that we were learning 
as well as we would if we were 
in school.

“It took a few days for us to take all those necessary tests so mother, Les and I went down and rented a room at the old 
hotel run by the Persico family. There was a restaurant downstairs and we ate most of our meals there.

“Les and I went to school each day and sat with the other children there and one day I had on a favorite dress when the 
boy sitting behind me put one of my long curls in his ink well and I ended up getting ink all over my dress.

“I was so upset the teacher let me go home. Mother used buttermilk to soak the stained places and most of the ink came 
out.

“At the end of our examinations, it was found that we were doing fine so we passed to the next grade and mother bought 
all the necessary new school books to take home with us.

“Speaking of clothes, all of ours were ordered out of the Sears Roebuck catalogue, and they were ordered twice a year so 
we had winter clothes and summer clothes.

“In the winter, we wore heavy underwear and overalls made of a heavy denim, and heavy shoes with rubber boots for 
rainy days.

Anna O’Kelly and her children are shown standing in the snow that used to cover the mountain 
every winter and frequently made any travel other than by horseback impossible.
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“In the summer, we wore thin underwear made of nainsook, and overalls of a light cotton material. Even mother wore 
coveralls, and always wore a big widebrimmed milan straw hat when working in the garden.”

Ruth is not sure just when it was, but either the first or second summer the O’Kellys were on the mountain, there was a 
big forest fire that began down along Tomki Creek and eventually, swept up the western flank of the mountain through 
the tinder dry chemise to the O’Kelly property.

Ruth can remember seeing flames 150 feet high shooting up in the air above Graveyard Hill where the Scotts were 
buried.

“The fire crept around and burned the chicken house and a dish cloth hanging on the clothesline outside the kitchen 
caught fire.

“We had a guest from Southern California visiting at the time, and we all helped with a bucket brigade to carry water 
from the spring and throw it on the roof of the house.

“Our guest got so excited she grabbed our drinking water in the house and threw that out, too, so when the fire finally 
burned on past us we had no drinking water so mother opened some half gallon jars of blackberries and we drank the 
juice.

“All night long we could hear the whooshing sound each time a fir tree exploded in flames. And the next day, we found 
baked apples hanging in the orchard, all ready to pick and eat!’’

Every Saturday was baking day, Ruth recalls, when her mother made several loaves of bread in big black pans that held 
six loaves to a pan.

And for Saturday night supper there would be a pan of feathery biscuits, a pot of boiled pink beans flavored with a little 
bacon, and a big pan of baked apples.

The apples were cored and the centers filled with butter and brown sugar, so the syrup made a delicious caramel candy 
on the bottom of the pan.

As Ruth remembers, “Coming into the kitchen on a Saturday evening was a delicious experience, with the mingled 
smells of fresh bread, boiling beans and baking apples. Nothing’s ever smelled or tasted better.’’

After Saturday night supper, it was bath time.

Buckets of water had to be carried up from the spring and put into the wash boiler on the stove, and then the big round 
wash tub was placed in front of the stove and the hot water poured in as needed.

The entire family used the same tub of water, with Ruth first, then Les, mother and dad. Even then the water was not 
thrown out, but was used for cleaning the floor, or for cleaning the smokey chimneys of the kerosene lamps.

Sunday dinners were special affairs, sometimes with a few neighbors in to share. They frequently had both ham and 
chicken with dumplings, vegetables from the family garden, homemade bread, and of course blackberry and apple pies.
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Chapter 10 - Memories from Les O’Kelly

According to the memory of Les O’Kelly, who was a small boy when his family lived on the former Robert Scott 
property on Foster Mountain, the largest single property owed by one family on the mountain at that time was the place 
owned by the Charles Sagehorns, usually referred to as the Big Ranch, and which is owned today by the Eddie family of 
Potter Valley.

However, one year after the O’Kellys moved in the Sagehorn place was sold to Senator A.G. McCallan of Nevada and 
his friend Maurice Phipps, who took over management of the property and lived there for many years.

Also living on the Big Rich was a man named W.A.K. Robertson, known only as Billy by his Foster Mountain 
neighbors.

Maurice Phipps and Senator McCallan brought a new touch of culture to the Foster Mountain families, and became 
good friends with all, especially the younger members.

Ruth O’Kelly says the children called the Senator Uncle Mac and looked forward to his visits and the gifts that always 
came with him.

One memorable Christmas he brought Ruth a necklace made up of large gold nuggets from Nevada, a necklace she still 
owns.

Maurice Phipps was a literate man who held a profound influence on the lives of the Foster Mountain children he 
befriended.

Ruth O’Kelly recalls he always wore khaki pants and puttees. Thin faced and dark, he was bald with a fringe of black hair 
around the edges and had a beautiful, cultured voice.

An artistic man, Phipps redecorated the interior of the main ranch house, while Billy Robertson worked at repairing the 
barns for the horses and cattle with which Senator McCallan stocked the ranch.

Ruth recalls that Phipps covered the living room walls with “pumpkin colored burlap,” something that was the cause of 
considerable talk on the mountain, but which Ruth agrees “looked real nice.”

The walls were also lined with bookshelves to hold the extensive library which came with the new owners’ furnishings, 
and the books were made available to any of the children interested enough to want to read them.

Phipps was a fine cook and taught young Ruth many of his special gourmet recipes to add to the extensive “meat and 
potatoes” recipes all young girls learned by the time they were old enough to help out in the kitchen.

The O’Kellys frequently exchanged dinners with Phipps and Billy Robertson. Mrs. O’Kelly, of course, was also an 
educated and cultured woman and she and Phipps found much in common in their mutual love of poetry.

The social life on the mountain was at its peak during the years Phipps and Billy lived there. Phipps and the Senator had 
many friends who came to visit and who served to widen the horizons of the Foster Mountain children.

Today the O’Kellys look back on those days with fond nostalgia. Both remember well the various families who made up 
the loose knit community of the mountain.
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Les says, “Bill Gillespie said his family lived on the northeast end of the ‘mountain with their three children, and the 
Millers lived on the northwest corner.

“The Grandys lived at the Baker Springs Ranch with son A.C. and daughter Atheline and then there was the Hinton 
place with son Tolly and a girl named Inez whom they raised as a daughter.”

Ruth O’ Kelly fills in with, “Bill Gillespie was a real mountain 
man, a bandy legged, cocky little man who was full of mountain 
lore, a great: hunter and trapper. Whenever anyone asked 
his opinion, he’d rock back on his heels and say, ‘I’ll tell the 
cockeyed world.’

“I remember that one of the Gillespie boys. Fred, met Beulah 
Frost from Willits once when she was visiting with us, and he 
was really smitten and hung around all the time she was there.

“As for the Grandy family, their son A.C. was good looking and 
a lot of us girls had a crush on him at one time or another, and 
once even the school teacher was sweet on him and caused a lot 
of talk.

“The Grandys had an older married daughter, Vina, who came back home to live after her marriage broke up.

“She had a little girl named Beryl, and the most beautiful skin I ever saw. I remember being thrilled when she gave me 
some of the lotion she used, because I hoped it would make me look like her.

“Billy Robertson fell in love with 
Vina and he used to take me and 
Les along with them on their dates 
to the dances at the old dance hall 
on the Baker Springs place.

“Once we all went to a big party 
at the Johnson home over in Rock 
Tree Valley. I walked the one mile 
from our place over to Phipps’ 
place, all dressed up in my best 
dress, and met Billy there.

“We were going to make the trip 
in a wagon, and one of the horses 
was acting up and it took some 
time for Billy to calm him down. 

“Finally we were off, and went 
down to Grandys to pick up Vina, 
then down the trail to Tomki 
Creek, and along the narrow 
Tomki Road past the Fulwider 

This is the home of Bill and Cora Belle Scott Gillespie, 
built on the lower flanks of Foster Mountain where they 
continued to live after other members of the family had 
moved away.

The Grandy family, in a picture taken on the Baker Springs Ranch. Left to right are daughter 
Atheline, Mrs. Grandy and husband Claude, and son A.C.
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place and on to Hearst Road, where we turned and headed west to the Johnson place.

“The Johnsons had a lot of children, Beatrice and lnez, and smaller ones, and they all played some kind of musical 
instrument.

“That was where we first met the Frost family, the Kellers and Rupes, children I would later go to school with at Willits 
High.

“I remember we had a big picnic lunch, and the Johnsons all played music and we sang and played games. I think it was 
one of the best times I ever had.”

A photograph of Bill Gillespie taken shortly after he 
and Cora Belle Scott were married. The Gillespies 
raised a family of three on Foster Mountain.

Cora Belle Scott Gillespie and her first 
born, son Freddie. Cora Belle was the eldest 
daughter of Jim and Margaret Scott, all early 
day residents of Foster Mountain. Jim’s father 
built the home which was bought by the 
O’Kelly family.
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Chapter 11 - The Wertz Family and Margaret Cobb

One of the families on Foster Mountain during the early days when children of the O’Kelly, Hinton, Elliott, Ellis and 
Grandy families were attending Foster Mountain School was the Wertz family, who had one child, a shy, gentle boy 
named Paulie.

Frank and Leetie Wertz were from Alsace Lorraine. French was spoken at home, and there was a German grandmother 
living with them who spoke only German, so the boy was conversant in three languages.

Ruth O’Kelly recalls that the Wertz family was considered “strange” by the rest of the mountain community and did not 
fit in with the social life there.

Inez Elliott knew the family better than most because she worked for them from time to time while in her teens.

Frank Wertz, Inez says, was a fine chef and had cooked at a San Francisco hotel before buying property on Foster 
Mountain. She believes the primary purpose of the ranch was to raise chickens and eggs for use by the hotel for which he 
continued to work on a part-time basis.

Those chickens were the cause of a famous female spiff on the mountain.

Agnes Hahn, the school teacher, lived with the Wertz family when she first came to the school, but she and Mrs. Wertz 
did not get along.

One big source of disagreement between the two ladies was the Wertz method of handling the chickens.

According to the ancient method used by many European peoples (remember the pheasant episode in Shogun?), the 
Wertz family killed chickens by wringing their necks and then “cured” them by hanging them up on an outside pole for 
several days until all the feathers fell out.

Agnes Hahn was horrified by this and refused to eat the chickens, although the Wertz family did so with relish and no 
apparent harm.

In any event, the teacher finally left the household in tears and was taken in by the Grandy family, where she proceeded 
to fall in love with the good looking son of the family.

That led to further strained relations and once again the teacher was forced to move, this time in with the O’Kelly family 
where everything went smoothly with young Ruth and the teacher becoming good friends.

Another teacher to have problems with the Wertz family was Margaret Cobb, an older woman who eventually married 
Tolly Hinton.

The final blowup between Margaret and Mrs. Wertz also involved chickens. The teacher was told by Paulie one day that 
they were going to have chicken for dinner, but during the eating of the meal she learned that they were actually eating 
chicken hawk and she left the table hurriedly and packed up her belongings shortly after.

Margaret then moved in with the Elliott family, crowded as they were with their five children.

Bill, Ben, Guy and Naomi all attended school, but little Ruth had been crippled by polio and was unable to walk and 
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kind-hearted Margaret Cobb took over the child’s education, working with her at night and on weekends.

Today, Naomi says, “I’ll always be grateful to her because she taught my sister to read and write, something she would 
never have learned otherwise as in those days no special arrangements were made for children like Ruth.”

Inez Elliott also remembers Margaret Cobb because when it became apparent that the Elliott house was too crowded, 
the teacher moved in with the Hintons, Inez’ family.

Tolly Hinton was in his 20s by that time, and Margaret Cobb was many years older, but Inez remembers them taking 
long walks together and talking with great earnestness as they went.

“She was a great lady, and very intelligent,” Inez recalls.

“In fact, she was writing a book called The Halfbreed at the time and used to read portions of it to us.

“I guess she fulfilled some need of Tolly’s to talk about things that were outside the world we knew. They were married 
about the time I graduated from school, when I was 16.”
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Chapter 12 - Mabel Ellis

Next down the mountain from the Wertz family was the Ellis family who had three children in school -- Billy, Cecil and 
Dorothy.

Ruth O’Kelly remembers Dorothy as “a scrawny little girl who had to wear patches on her ankles because they knocked 
together when she walked and made them sore.”

There was an older sister named Mabel who was one of those special breeds of women who was fiercely independent, 
moving out of her family’s house at an early age to take up her own homestead and live alone, and who hired out as a 
ranch and field hand without anyone giving the matter a second thought.

“She was a marvelous horsewoman,’’ Inez Elliott recalls, “and was as strong as a man and could hold her own with any of 
them. People she worked for knew she’d put in a full day’s work and the fact she was a woman was unimportant.”

Mabel eventually married Bert Crowell and the two have remained happily married ever since.

Bert tells the story, “I had come to Willits to look for work and Russell Frost told me there was a job building fences at 
the old Dave Frost ranch out in the Valley. Only hitch was, the ranch was being run by a woman.

“I said I wasn’t interested in any job working for a woman, but I went out anyway, just out of curiosity. When I met her, 
the more she talked the more I listened and l ended up not only going to work for her but marrying her.”

Getting back to the Wertz family, Inez Elliott worked for them during her teens, helping to pack crates of eggs, 30 dozen 
to the crate, in a two horse spring wagon which she and Mr. Wertz would then drive down the mountain to the Hotel 
Willits where they were sold.

“Later,” Inez says, “they started 
raising strawberries, great big 
beauties, and I helped to pick 
those, packing them into little 
wooden baskets, and then we 
took them into town to sell .

“By that time, Mr. Wertz had a 
model T Ford touring car with a 
shiny brass radiator. It was a big 
thrill for me to ride in that car.”

This photograph was taken on the occasion of a picnic on Tomki Creek, sometime in 1919. Left 
to right are Naomi Elliot, Guy Elliot, Les O’Kelly, Cecil Ellis, Bill Elliot and his mother May, 
Ruth O’Kelly, Mrs. Wertz, Dorothy Ellis, Mabel Ellis, Mrs. O’Kelly, teacher CeeDee Weeks, Inez 
Hale, Ruth Elliot and Paulie Wertz.
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Chapter 13 - A Damn Fool and a Horse Named Dick

The second year of at-home instruction by their mother did not prove successful for the O’Kelly children, or at least not 
for Ruth, who admits that she and her brother Les were probably not being as attentive to their lessons as they should 
have been with so many wonderful things to distract them in the world around their mountain home.

Finally the parents decided that the youngsters were not getting adequate schooling so they began to attend the Foster 
Mountain School on a “now and then” basis to end out the school year.

Ruth says that during that period the teacher was an elderly man by the name of George Washington Kraft,  whom she 
remembers as having long white hair and a white beard, a man who attempted to bring some knowledge of the outside 
world to his charges with stories of elegant dinner parties and beautifully gowned women floating in to the dining room 
on the arm of an escort.

One day Ruth, for some unknown reason, wrote “George Washington Kraft is a damn fool” on a slip of paper and put it 
inside one of the books on his desk.

Later at home, she had second thoughts about the wisdom of the act and worried all night about the consequences.

The worry continued over the next few days, but the teacher gave no indication that he had found the note.

Finally, Atheline Grandy told Ruth that he had indeed found it and had made a trip to the O’Kelly home to discuss the 
matter with Ruth’s father, but had not found anyone at home.

Terrified, the next morning Ruth hurried to school early and tearfully confessed her deed to the old man, apologized, 
and vowed to never do such an unkind thing again.

That very night, when Mr. O’Kelly returned from taking a load of apples to town, he stopped by the Hintons on the way 
home and was told about the incident which by that time was big news all over the mountain.

When he arrived home and questioned his daughter, she was able to tell him she had already confessed and apologized 
and was thereby saved from grievous punishment.

At the end of the school year, Mrs. O’Kelly and her children once again went down to Willits to go through the process 
of taking the necessary school exams, renting a small house at the end of Oak Street.

The brightest memory Ruth has of that trip was of going to see a traveling Chataqua show underneath the big tent 
pitched on Commercial Street.

The O’Kellys went to several of the shows, a different one every night, presenting music, plays, comedians and a 
children’s story hour.

She recalls that after one evening show, they were escorted home by a young Pete Persico.

It was also during that time spent in Willits that Ruth became friends with the pretty Recagno girls, Edith and Annette, 
and with a “good looking older boy” named Charles Ware who used to chase her around the school yard much to her 
great delight.
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Sadly, the news finally came that Ruth had failed to pass her exams and so it was decided that both children would have 
to attend the Foster Mountain School the following year, which was Ruth’s last before entering high school.

The youngsters rode to school on horseback, as did most of those who lived on the far side of the mountain away from 
the school.

The O’Kellys had several different horses, but Ruth recalls that mostly they rode a big dark Flemish horse called Dick 
who stood so tall the children had to stand on a tree stump to climb up on his back, after father had saddled him.

One morning father had left early to take his 
wagon load of apples to town.

Mother told the children to saddle Dick 
in the lean-to next to the barn, but Ruth 
protested that he was too big and should be 
saddled outside.

At mother’s insistence, the saddle went on 
inside the barn, but as Dick started out the 
door the saddle horn caught on one of the 
rafters of the lean-to and pulled the entire 
structure down on the head of poor Les, who 
was leading the horse, and on mother, whose 
spectacles were knocked off.

The horse, in total panic, bolted down the 
hill.

Ruth was sent on foot over to the Phipps 
place to get help, and eventually mother 
found her glasses. Les’ cuts and bruises were 
bandaged, and Dick was rounded up with the 
saddle hanging under his belly.

There was no school for the O’Kellys that day.

Ruth has fond memories of Agnes Hahn who 
was the school teacher during Ruth’s final year 
there, and who boarded with the O’Kelly family.

She encouraged the young girl to knuckle down to her studies and complete seventh and eighth grades in one year to 
enlarge her vocabulary by reading everything in the school library and memorizing pages of literature, geography and 
history.

At graduation time, Ruth O’Kelly and Atheline Grandy made up the entire senior class.

Ruth made her own graduation dress, painstakingly back stitching all the seams by hand. It was a simple boat-necked 
dress of white nainsook with a ribbon sash around the lowered waist.

Ruth and Lee O’Kelly are shown here on Old Dick, one of the O’Kelly family’s 
horses which served as pets, work animals and sometimes as the only means of 
transportation.
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With it, the proud young graduate wore long white stockings and new white shoes.

Plans were then made for Ruth to go to Willits High School, located at that time at the corner of Maple and Pine 
Streets.

When it came time for school to start, the O’Kellys were still busy with the harvesting of the bumper apple crop that 
year, so arrangements were made for Ruth to board with the Asbury Frost family down in little Lake Valley.

Two of the Frost children, Russell and Beaulah, also attended High School and the three young people walked the long 
distance back and forth to school daily.
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Chapter 14 - The Manganese Mine

A lot of changes were in process for the many families living on Foster Mountain during the ten year period between the 
mid-Teens and the mid-20s.

The young men went off to fight in World War 1, or stayed behind to work in war-related projects.

One of these was the operation of the manganese mine located at the top of the mountain on the 640 acres which had 
been homesteaded by a family named Purcell.

Another family, the John Busch family of Potter Valley, had come to the area in 1863 and settled on 1100 acres of land 
extending from the valley up along the flanks of the mountain.

The Busches were members of the same family as the beer baron of that name in St. Louis.

John Busch and his wife had ten children, and one of these was an enterprising young man named George who is 
generally credited with the actual opening and working of the rich vein of manganese ore on the land he leased from the 
Purcells.

During the war years there was a great demand for manganese, a shiny, bluish grey rock that is as hard as steel, which 
can’t be cut and does not need oiling.

It is used today as drive pins in tractors and the drive shafts in automobiles, and was much in demand for use in 
armaments and vehicles during the war.

Some of the families had already begun to move out from the sheltered life of the mountain by the time war was 
declared, including the Comptons and Hintons, but Tolly Hinton returned to work in the mine.

Tolly remembers those days: “George Busch was our boss. He was crippled and couldn’t work himself, but he gave the 
orders.

“We tunneled in the side of the mountain, a tunnel about four feet wide and six feet high.

“We didn’t know much about safety rules in those days, and we used dynamite for blasting out new places to work back 
in the tunnel, using a pick axe and hand labor, picking up the rock pieces and loading first into wheelbarrows, then onto 
the small cars that ran in and out of the mine on tracks.

“Outside the mine, the ore was loaded on to a truck driven by Frank Updegraff and taken down to Willits Depot for 
shipment back east.

“It was mighty hard work, sometimes maybe ten hours a day, six or seven days a week, and I walked three to four miles to 
and from work each day.

“But the pay was $4 a day, and that was considered real big money.”

At the conclusion of the war the mine was closed down, but was reopened during World War II until the process of 
getting the ore out and grading it to the required 25 percent silica content began to be too costly and manufacturers 
found they could import the product at a greatly reduced cost.
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Today, the slag heaps still stand alongside the road up over the top of Foster Mountain and the terraced hillside gives 
mute evidence of what was once a thriving operation.

These two photographs show how the Foster Mountain manganese mine 
looked in 1980, with the side of the mountain top still terraced where the 
actual mining was done, and with piles of slag still standing alongside the 
road built to serve the mine.
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Chapter 15 - The Cycle of Life

Down on the lower meadows of the mountain, other families were dying out and moving on as the younger members 
married and moved away.

B.A. and Anna O’Kelly and their children Ruth and Les lived their last year as a family on the mountain in 1922.

Ruth was graduated from Foster Mountain school that year and spent the rest of the summer picking apples and doing 
other ranch work for her father before moving down into Willits to attend High School.

In looking back on the happy days of that last summer, Ruth says she remembers it as a dreamy sort of time, when people 
were concerned with such things as an “ invasion by the Martians” or the “Yellow Peril” (a takeover of the country by 
Chinese immigrants); a summer of magnificent nights with incredible meteor showers and displays of aurora borealis.

It was a time of simple pleasures, the family gathered around the new wind-up phonograph and box of records, songs 
by Nora Bayes and Harry Langdon, many of them comic songs that the children listened to over and over, memorizing 
every word.

There were Sunday dinners with the other families on the mountain, picnics down along the banks of Tomki Creek.

There were evening games of parcheesi by lamplight, contented evenings of munching on apples while father read aloud 
from The Swiss Family Robinson.

And Ruth remembers visiting the older people living on the mountain, 
people like the Olsens who lived at the southwest end of the mountain 
at the head of Salmon Creek.

Ruth says, “The Olsens were a lovely old couple. She was very good to 
me and we had wonderful long talks. I would stay for lunch and Mr. 
Olsen would play his beloved violin for me.

“That fiddle was the love of his life. One evening when they were 
alone, there was a fire in the house. Mr. Olsen grabbed his precious 
instrument and handed it to his wife, yelling to her to take it outside 
while he gathered up other things.

“In the excitement and confusion, she laid the violin down to pick up 
something else, and then forgot it and the violin was destroyed in the 
fire.

“He never forgave her, and her last years were not happy ones, as she 
turned a little queer and never recovered.”

At the end of that summer, Ruth moved to town with the Frost family 
while her parents and brother Les remained on the ranch to finish the 
harvest of apples and other crops before they, too, moved down to 
their newly purchased home on Alameda Street.

Caption 2 - This old hay rake is all that is left on the 
spot where the Jim Scott homestead stood. Today it is 
part of the Eddie property.
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It was not long after that Anna O’ Kelly suffered a stroke from which she never recovered.

She was left partially paralyzed by her stroke so the family never returned to live in their beloved Foster Mountain home.

However, they continued to own the property for the next 15 years and father Bartley continued to make regular trips 
back up to the place to care for the precious apple trees and bring the annual harvest to town to sell.

He had gone to work for Irvine and Muir, in charge of the hardware and grocery departments, so most of his apple crops 
were sold there.

Mother Anna continued actively interested in many things despite her handicap, in church work and gardening and 
nature studies.

When weather permitted, her husband would 
carefully load her into the car and drive her up 
to the place she loved best, the Foster Mountain 
orchard, and the two of them would camp out 
beneath the stars and the fragrance of the apple 
trees.

In 1928, with the house and barn once again falling 
into disrepair, the O’Kellys decided to lease the 
property in return for its care and a young couple 
with a baby boy, Sarah and John Secrist, eagerly 
accepted the offer to tend the orchard and harvest 
the apples.

But that year a freezing rain and deep frost struck 
in the month of May, just as the new fruit was 
forming, and totally ruined the crop for that year.

Heartbroken, the young Secrists were forced to 
move on elsewhere to make a living, and the Elliott 
family moved onto the place.

Two years later, the O’Kellys sold the upper portion of the property to Peggy Davis of Sacramento, keeping the lower 40 
acre orchard and house.

Later, the O’Kellys traded Mrs. Davis that portion of the property where the house stood for the 20 acres containing the 
springs and upper meadow.

By this time, there were no longer any Scotts living on the mountain they had homesteaded so many years before.

Those portions of the mountain where the Jim Scott family had lived, as well as the Carters and Thomas Scott and Cora 
Belle Scott and Bill Gillespie went through several different owners.

A large portion of the whole is owned today by the family of County Supervisor Jim Eddie.

One of the last pictures taken of the Robert Scott homestead, where the 
O’Kelly family lived for many years and which was destroyed by fire in the 
1930s, this was taken by Sarah Secrist when she and her husband lived there 
briefly in the 1920s.
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The original Scott homestead, the home built by Robert Scott and lived 
in and loved by the O’Kellys family, was the residence of Peggy Davis 
for some ten years, right up to the day it burned to the ground, while 
Mrs. Davis was in town shopping, sometime in the 1930s.

Anna O’Kelly died in 1938 and her husband then sold off the last of his 
Foster Mountain holdings.

Within a few years after that, the large upper section of the mountain 
was bought by Polk Dodson, nearly 2000 acres including most of the 
former Scott properties.

Dodson built a small cabin for himself near the former Jim Scott 
homestead, a cabin that now stands in ruins on the Eddie family 
holdings.

Mike Compton, who had lived on the mountain as a boy, was hired by 
Dodson to come back and live on the place as caretaker and Mike built 
a cabin on the small wooded crest where the graves of Robert Scott and 
his wife are still clearly marked.

In the early 1960s, the upper section of the property was bought by a 
family from Walnut Creek who have built a home and intend to live 
there after retirement.

The section where the graves and the Compton cabin are located was 
bought by a couple from Fort Bragg who now use it as a vacation spot.

The apple orchard still thrives, even without the 
constant care it once enjoyed, and each fall brings a 
satisfying harvest of the lovely big speckled apples 
which the current owners gather and give away in 
copious quantities.

As for the Scott family who started it all, the 
descendants of Robert and Eliza Scott are now 
scattered over the State, including those buried in 
cemeteries in Willits, Ukiah and Laytonville.

Among the direct descendants of the original Scott 
family who are still living in this area are 86 year 
old Jennie Dolores Roberts, daughter of Jim and 
Margaret Scott; her daughter, Dolores Martinelli; 
granddaughter, Linda Talso and great grandson, 
Justin Talso, all of Ukiah.

Zelda Winsby, daughter of Gertie May Scott Orr and 
granddaughter of Jim and Margaret Scott, also still 
lives in Ukiah, as does her daughter, June McCloud.

Shown here are the remains of the cabin built by Polk 
Dodson during the years he lived on the former Scott 
property on Foster Mountain. It, too, is part of the 
Eddie holdings today.

The old barn that once belonged to Mrs. Eddie. It sat on the lower sixty 
acres of the current Ward property until it was torn down near the end of 
the century.
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Elmer Keenan, grandson of Jim and Elizabeth Carter (in-laws of the Scotts) lives in Willits.

Other Carter grandchildren include William Henry Carter, Annie Groscup and Julia Strait, all of Ukiah; and Gordon 
and Ronald Hunter of Potter Valley.

The wild and beautiful forests, rivers and mountain meadows that make up the area known as Foster Mountain remain 
much as they were in those days 100 years ago when the first family of Scotts appeared, searching for gold and ultimately 
finding it in the rich harvests of fruit and tradition which set the tone for life among the many families that followed in 
their footsteps and joined the special Foster Mountain community.

In an apparently endless cycle of life; Foster Mountain apple trees survive and bear their fabled fruit, not only in the 
gnarled old orchards atop the mountain, but in dozens of orchards which bear their graftings throughout the North 
County.

To be continued...
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About the Author:
Rena Lynn ( Jowers) Moore was born in Texas on July 13, 1917. She moved to California in 1950. She lived in Palo Alto 
until 1973 where she raised her children. She moved to Willits in 1973 and was the assistant editor of the Willits News 
until she retired to Rossmoor in Walnut Creek. She was active in the Camera Club and the Hiking Club. After moving 
to Kensington in 1997 she continued her hobby with the Berkeley Camera Club until a stroke in 1999. She is lovingly 
survived by three of her four children; Rodney Blackmore of Seattle, Lory Stevenson ( Jim) of Kensington, and Hunter 
Noble ( John) of Alamo. Her eldest daughter Bridget pre-deceased her in 1992. She outlived her three husbands. She is 
also survived by eight grandchildren and six great grandchildren. She is remembered for her brilliant mind, her humor 
and her devotion to her family and the great Cosmos. Rena passed away on Dec. 16, 2004 in Walnut Creek, CA.

History of the series:

The Ward family was living on Foster Mountain at the time this story was written. Their first inkling that it was in the 
works was when they went into town and saw their fig tree from the orchard on the front page of the Willits News. 
They had never met Rena Lynn. Apparently she walked around the locked gate and gave herself her own historical tour 
shooting photos along the way.
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